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SelectResurrectionBecause the history of evolution is that life escapes all bar-
riers. Life breaks free. Life expands to new territories.
Painfully, perhaps even dangerously. But life finds a
way.—Michael Crichton (Jurassic Park)
The golden era of molecular biology has paved the way for
us now to tweak, fix, engineer, or even entirely synthesize ge-
nomes at levels and scales never seen before. Sequencing
technologies continue to improve at exponential rates and
have yielded powerful new insights into organisms of the
distant past, as well as those that co-inhabit the planet with
us. The era of genomics has ushered in the ability to recon-
struct life as it evolved on Earth and provide perspectives
into how evolution will likely shape it for decades to come. Ef-
forts to revive animals long extinct are clearly beyond the
realms of science fiction—humans have the power like never
before to create, change, or destroy life forms beyond their
own kind. One cannot think about this further without first
conjuring the mind-boggling and yet fascinating premise of
Michael Crichton’s Jurassic Park. Capturing the amazement
of audiences worldwide nearly 22 years ago, the books and
movie franchises provided what could be best described
as a perfect confluence of past, present, and future. The lat-
est installment of this series, Jurassic World, continues to
take the world by storm and revisit themes that are quite
familiar to today’s scientists—cloning, genetic engineering,
ethics, extinction of species, and the role of man in interfering
with the environment.Are we in the middle of the next major extinction event? Image from
iStock.com/nicescene.Extinction events are not new on Earth—there have been
five major ones thus far, with several smaller ones occurring
so commonly that most are not even documented. In fact,
one of these—the Permian mass extinction—thought to
occur around 250 million years ago exterminated more than
90%of all species on the planet. Themorewell-knownCreta-
ceous extinction, 65 million years ago, represented an unfor-
tunate confluence of events, including a giant asteroid
impact, drastic climate change, dire seismic activity, and a
toxic environment that collectively wiped out three-fourths
of species on earth, including a large part of the diverse family
of animals termed as dinosaurs. Survival, it seems, has al-
ways been a challenge on Earth. Intriguingly, much of life in
this planet is thought to arise from the small fraction of organ-isms that survived the Permian extinction. A slightly more
fortunate group of species survived the Cretaceous extinc-
tion, including avian dinosaurs that gradually evolved to
become what we today call birds. Indeed, several seminal
papers over the last two decades have provided strong lines
of evidence toward the similarities between theropaud dino-
saur fossils and modern birds, right from their skulls (Bhullar
et al., 2012) to the presence of feathers and architecture of
their wings (Ji et al., 1998; Xu et al., 2003). But does anatom-
ical similarity in any way suggest functional similarity? While
not a resurrection in the flavor of the Jurassic Park series, an
elegant study from Bhart-Anjan Bullar and Arhat Abzhanov
aims to bridge these millions of years of differences through
study of the evolution of the beak, where differential expres-
sion of two well-known factors involved in bird beak develop-
ment could recapitulate some of themore primitive snout-like
form seen in dinosaurs and alligators (Bhullar et al., 2015).
Using a combination of approaches, the authors construct
both structural and molecular differences between chickens
and ancestral dinosaurs to find that spatial differences in
WNT and FGF signaling dictated whether the snout-like pre-
maxillae fused to form a beak. For the curious, these hybrid
snouty chickens were not grown until hatching, and it isn’t
even clear if they would have developed into functional living
organisms at all.
As always, cinematic liberty needs to be taken with a pinch
of salt, as we know the cunningly intelligent velociraptors de-
picted in the movie franchise were no more vicious in size or
form perhaps than your pre-Thanksgiving meal turkey. How-
ever, genetic engineering, as fascinating and tantalizing as it
sounds in fiction, is in fact in practice now as it has been for
thousands of years (albeit the purpose behind a hybrid engi-
neered dinosaur of the most terrorizing kind seems rather
dubious). Humans have had an indelible influence on the se-
lection of crops and livestock throughout history. Intention-
ally or not, we have been engineering our crops, altering
our environment, and selecting the fittest animals over
time. In a more focused sense, genetic engineering tools
have and continue to empower multiple facets of scientific
discovery, right from green jellyfish fusion proteins to hybrid
bacterial enzymes nicking, repairing, and replacing mamma-
lian genes with greater than ever precision. Even in an unal-
tered so-called ‘‘native’’ form, the fact that there is such
immense conservation amidst the sheer diversity on Earth
is remarkable. Exemplifying this, Kachroo and colleagues
recently demonstrated that a billion years of evolutionary dis-
tance makes no difference to yeast and that close to half of
their essential genes worked just fine when replaced with
the appropriate human counterparts (Kachroo et al., 2015).
While conservation of function is an oft-emphasized aspect
of several scientific studies today, the extent of complemen-
tation observed is rather fascinating, given that sequence
similarity does not seem to be as good an indicator of repla-
ceability as is functional conservation within a pathway.
Although extracting undamaged DNA from fossils has been
a constant challenge, in theory, even incomplete sequences,Cell 162, July 16, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 229
if intact, could potentially be filled in with DNA from related
species to create functional sequences, a` la dinosaur resur-
rection from frog DNA in Jurassic Park.
While also beautifully reconstructing the past, the power of
genomic tools allows us to discover new species in all cor-
ners, depths, and extremities on Earth. We continue to be
in pursuit of the undiscovered, of the insights and mysteries
that these unknown species could provide us with that could
potentially dictate our continued survival on Earth. In fact,
one could attest that this confidence even resonates beyond
the confines of our own planet—after all, perhaps we do have
the right tools and probes in place today to unravel whether
life (as we know it and assuming it conforms to the same
code) could exist elsewhere in the universe. In this cloud of
scientific optimism, what seems rather unsettling is the
recent report that we humans, populating Earth long after
the terrible five giant extinctions, are finding ourselves right
in the middle of the sixth mass extinction. What seems
even worse is that we directly seem to have a hand in it. In
quoting the media, in this context, we are the ‘‘asteroid.’’
An analysis by Ceballos and colleagues finds that human ac-
tivity and influence has directly contributed to a remarkable
loss of biodiversity at rates that far exceed average back-
ground levels (Ceballos et al., 2015). Modern humans
evolved approximately 400,000 years ago, but actual docu-
mentation and extinction records were not really kept until
the 20th century. An epistemological argument that emanates
from this is that all species on earth can influence the
ecosystem and food chain, and in that vein, why are we
any different? Isn’t extinction or natural selection all associ-
ated with matters of fitness, of evolution? On the other
hand, knowing that human activities—deforestation, poach-
ing, burning of fossil fuels—can have such profound effects
on global biodiversity and from the argument of Ceballos
et al. (2015) that these rates of extinction are unusual and un-
precedented should immediately send alarm bells ringing
about what role we as a species really play on this planet.What does it mean to resurrect an extinct species? Image from iS-
tockphoto.com/A-Digit.If we do have the power to influence global extinction rates
directly and indirectly, is there then a rationale for bringing
back extinct animals? If so, what would it be? Is it a moral
one—human occupation and influence directly leading to
the extinction of hundreds, if not thousands of species, right
from the dodo to the now nearly extinct northern white rhino?
What then of themillions of species we never knew about due
to deforestation and human-driven climate change? Are
there practical advantages in resurrecting passenger pigeon
or an auroch? What about animals like dinosaurs that wentextinct due to reasons beyond human interference or even
existence or those that perished due to such as genetic
inbreeding or disease? Efforts are underway to bring back
the woolly mammoth, the fat and furry-ious relative of the
Asian elephant. Some lines of thought propose that decoding
the genome of the woolly mammoth may yield insights into
ensuring that elephant populations are able to survive climate
change. High-quality genome sequencing data from two
mammoths, separated over a period just before their extinc-
tion 4,000 years ago, suggest that the gradual loss of hetero-
zygosity and evidence of inbreeding contributed to their loss
(Palkopoulou et al., 2015). Yet there is also an active debate
on whether growing human populations directly contributed
to their extinction. Whatever the case may be, the logistics
of bringing back mammoths, just because we can—the
same premise applied in Jurassic Park—however, is fraught
with roadblocks and is nowhere feasible technically or
economically as outlined by Beth Shapiro in her new book
(Shapiro, 2015).
This exciting exploratory era for genome biology brings
with it questions of ethics, future directions, and human re-
sponsibility toward the planet—some of these issues are
clearly more intertwined than others. In quoting Michael
Crichton, life on earth has always found a way to survive,
but after one glance at the emptiness of the universe as we
know it, we realize that this is an exception and not a rule.
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